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Willemin-macodel

MACHINING CENTRE WITH PARALLEL KINEMATICs

the 701s machine is the first machining centre to truly 
make full use of the dynamic control and rigidity offe-
red by delta-type kinematics.

true to Willemin-macodel’s reputation, this machine 
delivers ultra-high-precision machining conditions 
using very-high-speed machining technology. the 701s 
machining centre, the very essence of innovation, 
offers unrivalled precision and dynamic control for 
micro-machining applications.

the very-high performance poWered spindle has been 
specially developed to fit seamlessly With the kinema-
tics on the 701s machine. it meets the most stringent 
requirements in terms of precision and quality. the 
tools are directly fixed on the poWered spindle, With no 
need of a tool holder. its maximum speed of rotation is 
80,000 rpm.
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Machining strategy

dedicated to machining small workpieces 
(Ø 52 x 32 mm), the entire machining 
strategy is oriented around «interpola-
tion». this strategy is possible thanks to 
the extremely dynamic workpiece holder 
basket, which reduces the number of tools 
necessary compared with a conventional 
strategy.

■  excellent quality of circular interpolation

■  trajectory tracking, lower as 0.2 µm

■  reduction in the number of cutting tools

■  uses standard tools

■  tool magazine with 36 positions

■  management of sister tools

■  ultra-high-precision and excellent repeatability

■  low sensitivity to variations in temperature

750 rpm x pitch of 0.1 mm => fz = 75 mm / minute

KineMatics

the concept is based on delta-type paral-
lel kinematics actuating a basket connec-
ted to 3 arms. the major advantage of 
this type of kinematics lies in the fact that 
the weights in motion are minimised.

 
■  very rigid, reduced weight in motion

■  machining time 2 to 5 times quicker
delta architecture parallel kinematics

perfect axial symmetry of 3 arms, 

fixed powered spindle

travel and axes definition

■	 x and y = Ø 52 mm

■  Z = 32 mm

■  axes driven by linear motors

■  max. speed 72 m / min

■  acceleration 50 m / s2 in machining (5g)

■  axes resolution of 10 nanometres    
 (0.01 µm) used optimally
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extreMe precision

the machine’s dynamic control can 
achieve submicronic precision and very 
fine surface finishes thanks to the sen-
sors’ high level of accuracy and the ultra-
fast calculation of the numerical control 
on pc base.

■ ultra-high-speed fixed spindle (80,000 rpm)

■ temperature variations of structures minimised

■ perfect point symmetry

■ mathematical model used to transform articular  
 co-ordinates into cartesian co-ordinates

■ precision of joints eliminates play

■ uniform rigidity across the entire structure,   
 guiding guaranteed without energy loss   
 and without friction

■ the centre of action of the forces is projected   
 into the centre of the mass to be machined

■ the measurement system is aligned with the   
 machining point

■ control loop sampling frequency is very high  
 (100 khz)

feed rate = 1200 mm  / hmin
programmed circle radius = 0.2000 mm
reference circle radius = 0.1994 mm

static and dynaMic

the low weight of the moving components 
enables great accelerations and high 
speeds. trajectory tracking is improved by 
a factor of 10 compared with conventional 
machines.

■ high static and dynamic rigidity

■  highly dynamic control 
■  reduced payload 
■  perfect uniformity of the drive chain

■  high repeatability 0,1 µm

■  structure with high natural frequency

■  excellent trajectory tracking
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powered spindle 

■ ultra-high-speed 80,000 rpm

■ ultra-high-precision ceramic ball bearings 

■ no floating mechanical parts

■ very high balancing quality

■ tool fixed directly on the spindle shaft

■ cylindrical interface Ø 6 mm

temperature management

■ optimisation of air-oil lubrication to minimise power  
 consumption

■ effective thermostabilisation of the stator and spin- 
 dle bearings

■ device guaranteeing constant preloading of bea- 
 rings

■ perfect point symmetry in machine design

sound level of the 701s machine

■ spindle sound output at 30,000 rpm : 72 db

■ spindle sound output at 80,000 rpm :  65 db

servo control 
■ servo control rigidity according to speed of spindle

■ can use the spindle on the W-axis

power in kW

speed in rpm

peak
continuous

torque in nm

speed in rpm

peak
continuous
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securing the tools on the 
powered spindle

our engineers have developed a system 
to «cold shrink» tools directly onto the 
powered spindle. Without a tool holder, 
the balancing, stability and roundness 
error are greatly improved, the machi-
ning quality and lifespan of tools are 
also significantly increased.

■ Ø 6 h5 mm tools

■ tooling economy
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tool Magazine

With 36 tools in a very compact space and 
machining strategies that still use interpo-
lation, meaning fewer tools are necessary, 
the 701s offers a very high level of auto-
nomy. 

■ magazine with 36 positions 
■ Ø of plate 135 mm

tools Measured by an optical 
reader

each time a tool is changed, a measu-
ring device equipped with an optical rea-
der checks the position and geometry 
of the tool, and applies the necessary 
adaptations to take into account the 
actual dimensions of the tool. this 
system directly corrects tool roundness 
errors. it is also used to detect wear or 
damage to tools.

easy access to the tool magazine, quick manual tool changes 
using the disc with 36 positions 
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base with 3 axes with 
parallel kinematics

pallet Magazine

the pallet magazine fitted on a rotating 
plate is used to automate production 
and thereby offers greater machining 
autonomy. pallet feeding takes place in 
concurrent operation time.

■ 12 pallets

■ payload 0.7 kg

■ 3r interface macro 54 x 54 mm

magazine of 12 pallets on a rotating plate perfectly integrated into 
the 701s machine

pallet magazine with 12 
positions

tool magazine 
with 36 positions

80,000 rpm powered spindle
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applications

the state-of-the-art 701s machining 
centre is mainly aimed at cutting-edge 
industries: 

■	 Watchmaking / movements

■	 medical / instrumentation

■	 micro-mechanics

■	 injection micro-moulding

■	 optics and connectivity
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coMpact size

With a floor space of approximately 1 m2, 
the 701s machine is impressively compact 
and efficient.  

 
 
 
 

financial savings

■  small footprint 

■  minimal energy consumption 

■  reduced cost of consumables (no need   

 for tool holders, micro-lubrication)
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environMentally friendly

a direct consequence of this innovative 
machine concept is that the energy requi-
red to perform machining operations is 
minimal, generating less heat. the low 
level of heat loss also guarantees constant 
temperature levels are maintained.

another consequence of the machine’s 
low energy consumption is that it is not 
necessary to develop power-hungry peri-
pherals to compensate for the heat which 
has already dissipated.

this virtuous circle is a one of the 701s 
machining centre’s real advantages in 
terms of the environment.

consuMption

this revolutionary machining centre 
therefore offers a major advantage in 
terms of saving energy, as its consump-
tion is approximately 2 kW – about the 
same as a hairdryer!
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701S

ultra-high-speed fixed spindle (80,000 rpm) 

delta architecture, 3 articulated arms without play and without friction

ergonomically designed cnc with iso programming and pc interface

removable tool magazine with 36 positions

pallet magazine with 12 positions

swarf management with built-in filtration

■	 parallel kinematics 

■	 delta architecture = reduced built-in weight

■	 milling up to 80,000 rpm

■	 tools checked by optical reader

■	 machining using interpolation

■	 micro-lubrication for high-speed machining

■	 no tool holder – tools are directly «cold shrunk» 
onto the tip of the spindle

■	 constant temperature levels, minimal heat from 
bearings

concentrated technology
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TECHNICAL sPECIfICATIoNs

voltage 
3 x 400 v / 50hz

installed power 
8 kva / 10a

air pressure 
5 bar

air consumption 
80 nl / min. 180 nl / min. with microlubrication

floor space 
~ 1 m2

net weight 
950 kg

capacities travel x – y – Z  Ø 52  x 32 mm

feeds and forces max. speed  72 m  / min

 acceleration  50 m / s2 (5g)

 motor feed force  65 n / 280 n max

 resolution  ‹ 0,01 µm (10 nm)

integrated poWered tool connector  Ø 6 mm
spindle power continuous / peak  4,1 / 8,4 kW

 torque continuous / peak  0,5 / 1,0  nm

 speed  0 - 80,000 rpm

tool magaZine number of tools  36

 tool shank Ø  6 mm h5

 max. tool length  33 mm 

tool check length / Ø / geometry  optical reader

pallet magaZine 12 pallets  54 x 54 mm

clamping system pallet  3r

coolant micro lubrication  0,3l / 5 bar 

 oil  4l / min

numerical control   pc base 



filiales / subsidiaries / niederlassungen

Willemin-macodel gmbh
deutschland
take-off geWerbepark 4
d-78579 neuhausen o. e.
tel. +49 (0) 7467 91 05 151
fax +49 (0) 7467 91 05 148

Willemin-macodel int. trading (shanghai)
china
a1, 4th floor, no. 475 fu te xi yi road 
Waigaoqiao free trade Zone
cn-200131 shanghai, pudong district, p. r. c
tel. +86 21 6208 91 91
fax   +86 21 6208 0599

Willemin-macodel (india) pvt ltd.
india
plot n° 34 b, huda heights, mla colony
road n° 12, banjara hills
in- 500034 hyderabad, india
tel. / fax +91 402 355 33 36
tel +91 984 902 23 41

Willemin-macodel inc.
usa & canada
10 skyline drive
us-haWthorne, ny 10532
tel. +1 914 345 35 04
eMail: info@Wmusa.us

Willemin-macodel moscoW office
russia
ru-107023 moscoW
tel. / fax +7 495 608 97 83
tel. +7 495 608 22 88

siège principal / headquarter / firMensitz

Willemin-macodel sa
switzerland
route de la communance 59
ch-2800 delémont
tél. +41 (0)32 427 03 03
fax  +41 (0)32 426 55 30


